
High Performance Motor
Pure copper compressor has excellent heat 
radiation and extremely silent during 
operation, therefore increasing the lifetime 
of the device.  

Superior Quality Mattress
Medical grade PVC mattress makes it 
highly elastic and durable. 

Extra End Flaps 
Extra End Flaps on the ends gives 
provision to tuck-in the mattress with the 
bed for restricted movement during use.  

Auto-Adjusting Air Bubble
Automatically adjusts the internal pressure 
of the air bubble in response to user body 
weight, maintaining high level of comfort 
& optimal pressure redistribution. 

Alternating Pressure Therapy
Continuously and sequentially inflate and 
deflate air bubbles to avoid long term 
pressurization of tissue, while stimulating 
blood circulation.

Low Noise Operation
Enhanced product design provides quite 
therapy, making it ideal for home & 
hospital use. 

Pressure Indicating Knob
It helps in facilitating optimized pressure 
setting depending on the user. 

Anti-Vibration Metal hooks
Metal hooks are designed to make it 
suitable for most bed types, providing a 
compact fit and restricting vibrations. 
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Product Description Medical Air Mattress 
Model BPL Air Mattress
Power Source AC 220V 50Hz
Cycle Time  12 Mins
Air Flow  ≥3 L/Min
Pressure Range  50-110 mmHg
Mattress Type  Medical Grave PVC, 130 bubbles with End Flaps
Mattress PVC Thickness 0.3 mm
Maximum Weight Capacity 113 Kgs
Dimension (Pump) 23 x 11 x 10 cms
Dimension (Mattress) 200 x 90 x 7 cms
Storage Environment  Temperature: 5°C to 40°C (41°F to 104°F)

Product Specifications

*Technical specification subject to change
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The first group of air cells is inflated, 
and the second group is deflated

All the air cells are inflated. The first group of air cells is deflated, 
& the second group is inflated.

BPL Air Mattress is made from inflatable air cells and the pump comes with double air vents. This alternating 
pressure redistribution system aids in prevention and treatment of bed sore. Air cells would be automatically 
inflated and deflated alternately through the consistent cyclic airflow to create a therapeutic sleeping 
surface, which helps optimize weight redistribution and reduce pressure spots.

BPL Air Mattress - Alternating Pressure Therapy 


